
C O V I D 1 9  T E S T I N G

Puerto Vallarta International Airport.

For passengers bound for the USA.



According the Center for disease control and prevention

(CDC) order that takes effect on Tuesday, January 26,

every passenger bound for the United States of America,

must perform a COVID-19 PCR or Antigen screening test,

with in the 72 hours prior to boarding your flight to the

United States and carry the results electronically or on

paper to be presented to the airline prior to travel.

For this reason GAP facilitates the installation of the Polanco

medical laboratory on a temporary basis as one more option

for passengers that travel to our destination.



▪ GAP recommends arriving with enough time to take your

flight and previously perform, if possible, the documentation

and requirements to fly. If the passenger wishes to be tested

at the airport, at least an additional hour must be added to

their travel itinerary from the airline´s recommended time.

▪ In addition, GAP suggests that passengers check with

their airline for government requests and to learn about

possible changes to their flight itinerary.



We are a laboratory oriented to provide support services for

medical diagnosis of the highest quality.

Some of the most important services that we provide are:

Clinical analysis, Imaging services such as X-Rays,

Ultrasound, Mammography, Densitometry, Magnetic

resonance and Tomography, as well as office services such as

Colposcopy, Electrocardiography, Audiometry and Spirometry

among others.



LOCATION  



View of the area



Aerial view
Polanco Medical laboratory (temporary) 

Public parking lot



COST 



Table of cost information:

Final Price TAX included

Antigen 

PCR $                   1,500.00 MXN 
Others 

Antigen 

PCR $                  2,000.00 MXN 

Price
International passenger and airport community

$              800.00 MXN

$                      500.00 MXN

Type of test



FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS



▪ Hours of operation:

24/7 service, every day of the week, ongoing and uninterrupted hours,

will start operating on this schedule starting January 29 at 16:00

hrs.

▪ To schedule an appointment or request information, what will

be the first means of contact?

In physical form at the laboratory´s opening, supported by material on

pop up banners.

For the time being at the passenger service module only for general

information, service phone numbers:

✓ (322) 2211298 ext.35100

✓ (322) 2211537 ext.35100

✓ (322) 2090047 ext.35100



▪ How are the results delivered physically, digitally or both?

At the opening they will be sent by e-mail or printed in site.

▪ Special indications for before preforming the test. Special

fasting, not blowing your nose, not brushing your teeth…

any aspect to consider that should be communicated to

the user?

Just to not have used any nasal ointments.



▪ Any user with international travel can take the study even

if it is not to a direct destination from this airport,

meaning; our airport is the stopover, if the answer is yes,

will the charge be with the costs of an international

traveler or as a general public?

In this case, the agreement is that the passenger must submit

his/her travel itinerary showing a destination abroad to access

the international traveler price.



▪ What are the payment options? Is it paid in person (on-

the-spot payment) or can it be done online?

The payment is in person (on-the-spot payment). Cash, US

dollars or Mexican pesos, VISA, MasterCard and American

Express.

▪ What documents must the passenger present for the

test?

You identify yourself with your passport, in order to validate the

data and confirm that they match, to prove that it is for an

international passenger must show your flight or reservation to

get the said cost, otherwise it will apply as others.

▪ From what age is it required to present the PCR or

antigen test to travel to the United States of America?

2 years and older.




